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Background

• Modern OSes run each application as a unique 
security principal. 

• Navigates through a series of screens. 
!

• OSes provide modular apps.



Example—Problem

• Data intermediary problem: 

• share sensitive data with other app 

• result from user choices in selecting apps 

• Most apparent in modern OSes



Example—Signing a Doc



Example—Problem

• Accidental data disclosure: 

• share data with wrong app 

• poorly programmed app 

• No malicious data disclosure



Example—Signing a Doc



Aquifer



Aquifer

• designed to protect large, application-specific, 
user data objects 

• developer specify secrecy restrictions 

• all apps participating in a user interface workflow



Android background

• Four component type: activity, service, content 
provider, and broadcast receiver 

• Each UI is defined by a activity 

• Other components run in background 

• binder framework provides process control and IPC



User Interface workflow



Architecture



Principle
• Decentralized policy specification 

• Developers & Users define policy 

• Compatibility with legacy applications (default 
policy) 

• Minimizing policy violations (filter) 

• Compatibility with background functionality (file 
description)



Aquifer Policy

• Policy types:  

• Export Restrictions!

• Required Restrictions!

• Filters



Aquifer Policy



Aquifer System
• Identifying the Workflow: 

• a list of applications the workflow has visited 

• a list of metadata for currently “running”UI 
screens 

• Policy Administration 

• Removing Unrelated Policy



Aquifer System

• Controlling the network access of the UI screen 

• Enable network if and only if:



Background Functionality
• Accessing a Daemon: 

• Fine-grained tracking (taintDroid and CleanOS) 

• leveraging Linux’s file_permission LSM hook 

• Accession a File: 

• save label with file 

• the hook notifies the Aquifer Service



Evaluation

based on 500 apps from Google Play Store



Evaluation



Case-Study
• K-9 Mail and PDFView(sending to a server; saving 

file and sending it later) 

• modified K-9 to be Aquifer-aware. Policy: 

!

!

• re-performed and PDFView can not access to the 
network



Discussion

• lead to usability failures: 

• cause by developer 

• due to Aquifer policy result



Conclusion
• presented the Aquifer security framework that 

assigns host export restrictions on all data 
accessed as part of a UI workflow. 

• key insight was that when applications in modern 
operating systems share data, it is part of a larger 
workflow to perform a user task. 

• enable applications to sensibly retain control of 
their data after it has been shared as part of the 
user’s tasks.


